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Trendy Fall & Winter Gems Just in time for Christmas!

Shades Jewelry is now boasting stunning new sparkles in silver and white gold jewelry just in time for the
holidays. Each piece is hand crafted and hand selected to ensure the finest pieces and highest quality
craftsmanship.

Oct. 25, 2008 - PRLog -- Over the past several years silver jewelry complimented with gemstones has
made a landmark surge in popularity and continues to climb with each season.  The past decade has seen
white gold become much more popular and is being chosen over the more traditional colored gold for all
sorts of jewelry pieces and settings, including wedding sets.  

Shades Jewelry has just added several pendants of Blue Topaz in 18 karat white settings just in time for
those December birthdays or that special someone.  A great compliment for the new age bride who prefers
to hold true to tradition and compliment her attire with that ``something blue`` gemstone of blue topaz..  
Shades offers a full guarantee on each selection they carry, free shipping throughout Canada and mainland
USA and each piece comes in a beautiful Rose Wood keepsake box, truly a treasure in itself.

# # #

A Canadian Jewelry Company specializing in Sterling Silver, White Gold & Gemstone Jewelry of
exclusive & unique designs from Master Craftsmen from around the world. We are "A World of Jewelry At
Your Door!"
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